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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to show how ideas from lattice theory can be used in the imple-
mentation of a knowledge representation language. First, the semantics of a simple knowledge
representation language is presented. Then we show how to use Birkho’s Representation Theo-
rem for nite distributive lattices to build incrementally what we call a Birkho implementation
of a knowledge base by processing a sequence of terminological axioms. A mathematical proof
of the correctness of our technique with respect to the given semantics is an integral part of the
development. While the intended application is to knowledge representation, these methods can
be used whenever a computationally tractable representation of a nite distributive lattice needs
to be implemented. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Knowledge representation; Theory; Birkho’s representation Theorem;
Knowledge base; Subsumption
1. Introduction
Knowledge representation (KR) languages can be used to describe taxonomies or
classication schemes in which terms are related according to whether or not one term
subsumes, i.e., is more general than, another term. These classication schemes can be
described by knowledge bases, which are expressed using the knowledge representation
language. Each knowledge base also denes its own concept language that can be used
as the basis of a query language for formulating questions about compound concepts
in the knowledge base. A knowledge base (KB) is commonly viewed as a set of
logical axioms. We prefer to take a dierent, but not unrelated, view suggested by
the passage from a logic to its Lindenbaum algebra. For us, a knowledge base is a
sequence of terminological axioms that provides a presentation via generators and
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dening relations of an algebraic object, in this case a partially ordered set of semantic
concepts in which the partial ordering is subsumption. This algebraic point of view is
accompanied by the possibility of exploiting the algebraic structure of the poset of
semantic concepts in the implementation of KR languages.
KR languages of this kind are known as description logics or terminological logics,
but we prefer not to use those terms because viewing these as languages solely as logics
is a bit of a straitjacket. We would also like to view them as vehicles for describing
presentations of algebras. Since description logics form the only kind of KR language
on which we will focus, in this paper we will simply use the term KR language as a
synonym for description logic, rather than inventing still another name for these things.
An introduction to and a survey of recent work on KR languages, including a good
bibliography, can be found in [2].
Right at the start, let us say what this paper is not about. It is not about the formal
concept analysis of Wille (see, for example, [15]), which deals with the derivation,
from tables of attributes for individuals, of hierarchies of what are also called concepts.
Wille’s hierarchies are lattices, but they are not necessarily distributive. There are no
clear connections between Wille’s work and the contents of this paper.
Each terminological axiom either
1. introduces an identier that denotes a semantic concept, or
2. adds a constraint on the classication scheme.
It is signicant that we regard a KB as a sequence of terminological axioms rather
than as a set of terminological axioms. This reects the idea that knowledge bases
are to be constructed incrementally and that this incremental accretion of information
should be eciently exploited in implementing a KR language. However, the semantic
denotation of a KB should be essentially insensitive to a reordering of its terminological
axioms.
The terms of the knowledge representation language that may denote semantic con-
cepts are called syntactic concepts. Although the formal distinction between syntactic
and semantic concepts can be tedious until one gets used to it, the maintanance of the
distinction usually contributes to clarity of thought.
Usually, in discussions of the semantics of knowledge representation languages, the
poset of semantic concepts is assumed to be a collection of sets, partially ordered by
inclusion. To do this at the outset can be at odds with intuition. For instance, it makes
perfectly good sense to say the concept \maroon" is subsumed by the concept \red"
since \maroon" is a narrower description of a color than is \red", but it is somewhat
articial to give a set-theoretic semantics for these concepts. Moreover, the assump-
tion at the outset that semantic concepts are sets can prejudice how one thinks about
computing the subsumption relation. In that case, one somewhat automatically tends to
take a model-theoretic approach to computing subsumption. However, this is not meant
to be a rejection of set-theoretic semantics for concepts, but is rather a suggestion that
the employment of such a semantics should have a sophisticated and subtle character:
in actuality, a semantic concept often has a mathematical representation as a set even
when the concept cannot in an intuitive and natural way be identied with a collection
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of individuals, and this mathematical representation can be used in the computation of
the subsumption relation.
This work is motivated by practical problems arising in the K-Rep project at IBM
Research. The K-Rep project revolves around the development and application of an
industrial-strength knowledge representation system at whose core is the K-Rep lan-
guage. The K-Rep language is a KL-ONE type knowledge representation language (for
the prototype, see Brachman and Schmolze [3]), with features chosen to balance ex-
pressivity and eciency. Concepts expressed in the K-Rep language are structurally
analyzed, representations of concept denitions are retained in persistent memory, and
subsumption is based on structural comparisons of concept denitions (as opposed to
building models to validate or refute assertions about subsumption). The entire K-Rep
system, built with object-oriented technology, provides an application programmer in-
terface and a graphical user interface, and is designed to support knowledge bases
involving tens of thousands of concepts. In particular, using K-Rep, medical lexicons
of such sizes have been built by customers. K-Rep is an important part of IBM’s
capability to provide large clinical information systems for medical organizations. For
information about K-Rep and its applications, see [11{13].
In studying the use of the K-Rep language to construct medical lexicons, it became
clear that it would be very useful in practice { as opposed to plausibly useful based
on mathematical theory { to extend the language in two ways:
1. We would like to add disjunctions of concepts. (Conjunctions are already present.)
2. We would like to have a capability to assert that one concept may subsume another
for reasons that have nothing to do with the structural denitions of the concepts,
in order to assert dependencies in the world being modeled that may be true for
non-logical reasons.
These kinds of extensions apparently cannot be added to the K-Rep language in a
naive way. Thus, we were led to the present investigations, in which we seek an under-
standing of subsumption based on the algebraic stucture of concepts, an understanding
that goes deeper than surface syntax.
We have carried out these investigations always with an eye on computational fea-
sibility. The present work stands by itself as a logically complete, coherent account of
how to implement a simple knowledge representation language using an approach to
subsumption that is somewhat more sophisticated than that used in the current version
of the K-Rep language.
This work should nd application outside the realm of knowledge representation
languages. The main results presented here provide a general method for specify-
ing and constructing, in an incremental fashion, computationally useful representa-
tions of arbitrary nite distributive lattices. Such structures are basic in algebra and
logic.
One description of what we do in this paper is that we explain how to construct what
we call a correct Birkho implementation of a nite distributive lattice in terms of its
irreducible elements, starting from a sequence of terminological axioms that provide a
presentation of the lattice. Here is an high-level description of the algorithm:
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A correct Birkho implementation is to be constructed incrementally by processing
one axiom at a time. We start with a poset with one irreducible element. Each
axiom that adds a generator doubles the number of irreducible elements (by taking
the Cartesian product with the ordinal number 2). Each axiom that asserts C6D
causes the removal from the representation of the irreducibles that are below C
but not below D.
Actually, the algorithm above describes only the computational evolution of the lattice
component of the meaning of a KB. The tabular component describing the bindings of
identiers to their meanings also evolves in parallel. For details, see Sections 5 and 6.
A worked example illustrating the above algorithm is presented in Section 8.
It is worth noting how this work diers from that of Ait-Kaci et al. [1]. That paper
discusses how to compute meets and joins in a lattice, starting from a completely given,
direct representation of the Hasse diagram of a lattice. In this paper, we do not assume
that the Hasse diagram is explictly given, mainly because in KR-related applications
the Hasse diagram would very likely be impossibly large. Indeed, for us, the main
issue is how to construct a computationally useful representation of a lattice from an
implicit or syntactic description of a lattice. We do discuss how to compute meets and
joins using antichains of irreducible elements in Section 7.
Although our focus here is on nite distributive lattices of semantic concepts, we
expect our future work to deal with innite lattices. Our preliminary investigations,
unsurprisingly to anyone familiar with lattice theory, indicate a bit of topology will
be needed for the innite case. One reason for dealing only with nite distributive
lattices is that a coherent account of their representation theory can be given without
introducing any topology. The amount of category theory and universal algebra we use
in this paper is probably taxing enough for most readers, without adding topology, too.
We want to emphasize that this paper is directed more at computer scientists willing
to grapple with the relevant mathematics than at lattice theorists. That is why we have
taken considerable care to explain aspects of lattice theory that would be taken for
granted by specialists. Of course, we expect this work also to be of interest to pure
mathematicians.
2. Semantics of a simple KR language
A space of semantic concepts very likely has structure beyond that of being a poset.
In this paper we will assume that the set of semantic concepts associated with a
knowledge base forms a bounded distributive lattice. At this point it may be useful to
recall some denitions. For the most part, our terminology follows Davey and Priestley
[5], which is a good introduction to lattice theory. Other good books on lattice theory
are Gratzer [6] and Gratzer [7]. A lattice is dened to be a partially ordered nonempty
set in which every pair elements has both a least upper bound (or join) and a greatest
lower bound (or meet). A lattice homomorphism is a function between lattices that
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preserves binary meets and binary joins. A lattice is bounded if it has both a maximum
element > and a minimum element ?, which may coincide in the degenerate case. It
follows that every nite lattice is bounded. (Here we can note that, in regard to any
argument for admitting the empty poset as a lattice, such an admission would negate
the preceding asssertion, thereby forcing us constantly to talk about nite bounded
lattices rather than nite lattices.) An appropriate signature for an algebraic description
of bounded lattices is

= f>;?;^;_g;
in which the operators > and ? are 0-ary and the operators ^ and _ are binary. Of
course, an arbitrary 
-algebra need not satisfy any equations. However, the category
of bounded lattices, in which the morphisms are exactly the f?;>g-lattice homo-
morphisms (i.e., those lattice homomorphisms that preserve both ? and >), can be
described as the variety (i.e., equationally dened class) of all those 
-algebras that
satisfy the usual list of universally quantied equations, in which each law is paired
with its dual:
(x _ y) _ z= x _ (y _ z);
(x ^ y) ^ z= x ^ (y ^ z);
x _ y=y _ x;
x ^ y=y ^ x;
x _ x= x;
x ^ x= x;
x _ (x ^ y)= x;
x ^ (x _ y)= x;
x _ >=>;
x ^ ?=?;
x _ ?= x;
x ^ >= x:
Finally, a lattice is distributive if it satises the distributive law
x ^ (y _ z)= (x ^ y) _ (x ^ z):
The dual of the distributive law can be shown to hold in a distributive lattice.
We will not use any deep category theory, but there is no getting around the use
of some category-theoretic notions in the explication of our ideas. Denitions of terms
from category theory that we use can be found in Mac Lane [10], the standard refer-
ence for that subject. In particular, we make use of the adjunctions that arise in the
construction of free algebras in universal algebra. Good references on universal algebra
are Cohn [4], Chapter 2 of Jacobson [9], and Wechler [14].
Consider a simple knowledge representation language K . First of all, K contains a
set KI of identiers, which are among the syntactic concepts of K . The following is a
specic abstract syntax for K , in which the top-level nonterminal B denes knowledge
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bases, A denes terminological axioms, C denes syntactic concepts, and I is any
identier in KI:
B ::= emptyKB j B;A
A ::= newconcept I j subconcept CC
C ::= I j > j ? j (C ^ C) j (C _ C)
Here
emptyKB
is the KB corresponding to the empty sequence of terminological axioms. A termino-
logical axiom of the form
newconcept I
adds I to the set of identiers given denotations by the KB and freely adds { both
in the informal sense and in the technical sense of adjoining an indeterminate via a
coproduct construction { a new semantic concept to be denoted by I to the lattice of
semantic concepts. This will be explained in detail later. A terminological axiom of
the form
subconcept C1C2
modies the lattice of semantic concepts by asserting that the semantic concept denoted
by C1 is required to be less than or equal to the semantic concept denoted by C2.
A well-formed knowledge base must satisfy two additional syntactic conditions:
1. For each identier I , the terminological axiom newconcept I appears at most once.
2. If subconcept C1C2 appears in a knowledge base, and the identier I appears in
C1 or in C2, then newconcept I must precede subconcept C1C2 in the knowledge
base.
The last condition is similar to a requirement in a programming language that an
identier be declared before it may be otherwise used. We introduce this harmless, but
mathematically useful, condition in order to focus better on the central implementation
problems that arise in adding constraints to a knowledge base. Thus, we will not be
distracted by undeclared identiers. When we said that the semantics of a KB should be
\essentially insensitive to a reordering of its terminological axioms", we were meaning
to convey the idea that two reorderings should have the same semantics as long as
they are both well-formed KBs.
We realize that K is a poor excuse for a real KR language, but, in that it supports
both conjunctions and disjunctions of concepts, it is hardly trivial. Under the assumption
that the identier I does not appear in the syntactic concept C (in order to avoid
thinking about recursive denitions in KL-ONE type languages), the construct
define−primitive−concept I C
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subconcept I C ;
subconcept C I
It is worth pointing out that K supports the assertion that two concepts C1 and C2
are mutually exclusive through use of the terminological axiom
subconcept (C1 ^ C2) ?:
(Frequently, mutual exclusivity is called disjointness, which is quite acceptable. How-
ever, calling mutually exclusive concepts inconsistent is likely to lead to confusion, in
that it does not t with the use of the term in mathematics. There is nothing inherently
inconsistent { that is, illogical { about mutually exclusive concepts.) To assert that
fC1; C2; C3g forms a partition of C4, we use the sequence
subconcept C1 C4 ;
subconcept C2 C4 ;
subconcept C3 C4 ;
subconcept (C1 ^ C2) ? ;
subconcept (C1 ^ C3) ? ;
subconcept (C2 ^ C3) ? ;
subconcept C4 ((C1 _ C2) _ C3)
of terminological axioms. This illustrates that, while K is very expressive in a technical
sense, K could well use a bit of syntactic sugar, or a nice API, before being used in
a practical setting.





subconcept (A ^ C) ? ;
subconcept > (A _ C) ;
newconcept D ;
subconcept D (B _ C) ;
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subconcept (A ^ D) ? ;
newconcept E ;
subconcept E (A _ B) ;
subconcept (D ^ E) ? ;
subconcept BE
With respect to this KB, we invite the reader to consider the following assertions:
1. C ^ E is subsumed by B.
2. C is not subsumed by A.
3. A _ D and C ^ E are mutually exclusive.
4. The concepts (A^E)_ (B^C) and E are equivalent in the sense that they subsume
one another.
It will be easy to check that all four assertions are true with the methods we will
describe, and the solution will be outlined in Section 8, but these are hardly obvious
consequences of the above terminological axioms. This example hints at a situation
commonly found in practice: questions about subsumption do not occur in isolation.
Instead, we can expect to want to resolve large numbers of subsumption questions based
on a single knowledge base. Thus, it makes sense to expend some computational eort
to represent a KB in a way that simplies the computation of subsumption.
In our language K , a terminological axiom that might look a bit like a recursive
denition, such as
subconcept I ((I ^ J ) _ K)
in which the identier I appears in ((I ^ J )_K), causes no problem whatsoever as
long as it appears in a well-formed KB. It will turn out that the incorporation of a con-
straint like this into a KB need not be handled dierently from any other subconcept
axiom.
Our claim is that the use of lattice theory in these circumstances can serve as a
beacon showing the way to a conceptually simple implementation technique. What
we need to illustrate our ideas is the simplest KR language we can imagine that
permits us to write down knowledge bases that correspond to arbitrary nite distributive
lattices. After considering an example, it will be evident that the language K meets
this requirement.
From our earlier remarks, bounded distributive lattices form a variety. The full sub-
category with nite distributive lattices as objects { the objects that play a major
mathematical role in this paper { is not a variety because it is not closed under the
formation of innite products. Here we are using the Birkho Variety Theorem, which
gives three necessary and sucient conditions for a class of algebras to be a variety,
one of which is that the class be closed under the formation of arbitrary products (see
[4, p. 169] or [9, p. 92]). Thus, in the sequel, when we refer to nitely generated
free bounded distributive lattices, when the same objects could have been technically
described as nitely generated free nite distributive lattices, we are emphasizing their
category-theoretic properties as objects in the larger category, as well as the more sub-
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tle fact that their existence depends only on the theory of varieties in universal algebra
and not on the special properties of nite distributive lattices.
Let X be a set. Let L(X ) denote some specic free 
-algebra generated by X , and
let F(X ) denote some specic free bounded distributive lattice generated by X . To be
perfectly clear about it, we mean to be asserting that the insertions of generators into
these objects are supposed to be the inclusion maps: X L(X ) and X F(X ). It is
well-known that F(X ) = L(X )= , where  is the congruence relation determined
by the set of equations that dene the variety of bounded distributive lattices. It is
elementary to observe that the construction L (respectively, F) naturally extends to
give a functor from the category of sets to the category of 
-algebras (respectively,
bounded distributive lattices) that is left adjoint to the forgetful functor. By saying that
L and F can be any appropriate constructions at all, we are saying the specic left
adjoints to the forgetful functors really do not matter in a very precise way.
Let B be a well-formed knowledge base expressed in K . It will turn out that the
collection of semantic concepts denoted by B will form a bounded distributive lattice
D(B), whose partial ordering is termed semantic subsumption. Also, in a knowledge
base B there is a set I(B) of identiers whose denotations as elements of D(B) are de-
termined by the knowledge base. Thus, the complete denotation of B is an ordered pair
hD(B); Bi
consisting of a bounded distributive lattice D(B) and a function B : I(B) ! D(B).
We will refer to D(B) as the lattice component of the meaning of B, while B is the
tabular component of the meaning of B, since it is a table of meanings for identi-
ers. We hope this is not too confusing: the denotation of each KB includes its own
function that gives denotations to a set of identiers. The two layers of denotation
arise because each KB in the language K denes its own sublanguage of K whose
meaning is dependent on the KB. In more detail, the set I(B) of identiers occurring
in B denes a language L(B) whose terms denote elements of D(B). Formally, we let
L(B)=L(I(B)), the algebra of all words over 
 generated by the set I(B), so L(B)
is readily identiable with a sublanguage of K . The function B :L(B) ! D(B) that
assigns a denotation to a term in L(B) should turn out to preserve all relevant structure.
In other words, B should be an 
-algebra homomorphism. Thus, we take B to be
the unique homomorphic extension of B, so that the diagram
commutes. The relation of subsumption on L(B) is formally dened by pulling the
partial order of semantic subsumption on D(B) back to L(B) using B:
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Denition. Given l1; l2 2L(B),
l1 is subsumed by l2 (relative to a knowledge base B) i B(l1)6D(B)B(l2).
As a simple example, consider the sequence B0; : : : ; B10 of well-formed knowledge
bases given by
B0 = emptyKB
B1 = B0 ; newconcept P1
B2 = B1 ; newconcept P2
B3 = B2 ; newconcept Q1
B4 = B3 ; subconcept Q1 (P1 ^P2)
B5 = B4 ; newconcept Q2
B6 = B5 ; subconcept (P1 ^P2) (Q1 _ Q2)
B7 = B6 ; subconcept Q2 (P1 ^P2)
B8 = B7 ; newconcept R
B9 = B8 ; subconcept R (Q1 _ Q2)
B10 = B9 ; subconcept (Q1 _ Q2) R
where each KB is obtained from the preceding one by adding one more terminological
axiom.
Let us consider the semantics of B10. Recall that the lattice D(B10) of semantic
concepts described by B10 is to be presented via generators and dening relations.
Each terminological axiom
newconcept I
introduces I as a generator and each terminological axiom
subconcept C1 C2
introduces C1 =C1 ^C2 | an equational equivalent in a lattice of C16C2 { as a
dening relation. Then D(B10) may be presented as the quotient of the free bounded
distributive lattice F(fP1; P2; Q1; Q2; Rg) generated by the ve-element set
I(B10)= fP1; P2; Q1; Q2; Rg
modulo the congruence relation generated by the equational equivalents of
Q16P1 ^P2;




Thus, each element of the lattice component D(B10) of the meaning of B10 is a con-
gruence class of elements of F(fP1; P2; Q1; Q2; Rg). (This level of detail should be
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adequate for the time being. A more elaborate discussion of presentations of lattices
will be given in Section 5.)
It is known that the lattice F(fP1; P2; Q1; Q2; Rg) has 7581 elements. For compari-
son, the number of elements of a free bounded distributive lattice generated by seven
elements is
2; 414; 682; 040; 998:
This means that the knowledge base
B= emptyKB ; newconcept I1 ;    ; newconcept I7;
in which the set of dening relations is empty, permits reference to more than 2.4
trillion dierent semantic concepts in
D(B)=F(fI1; : : : ; I7g)
by combining I1{I7 by both conjunction and disjunction. (Note that the empty set
of dening relations generates the identity congruence relation, id, so that actually
D(B)=F(fI1; : : : ; I7g)= id.) For further comparison, the number of elements of a free
bounded distributive lattice generated by eight elements is not known. See [5, p. 173].
However, using techniques to be presented later in this paper, the lattice D(B10) will
be easily seen to have exactly 9 elements. A Hasse diagram for D(B10) is
where p1, p2, q1, q2, and r are the congruence classes that contain P1, P2, Q1, Q2,
and R, respectively.
The language L(B10) consisting of syntactic concepts that denote elements of D(B10)
is the free 
-algebra generated by I(B10). Note that L(B10) is only an 
-algebra, and
not a lattice. This means, for instance, that P1 ^Q1 and Q1 ^P1 are distinct elements of
L(B10), although they denote the same element q1 of D(B10). The 
-algebra L(B10) is
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both nitely generated and innite. This is in contrast to nitely generated distributive
lattices, such as D(B10), which are easily seen to be necessarily nite. (To be precise
about it, one can see that, by trying to place elements in disjunctive normal forms,
a bounded distributive lattice generated by an n-element set itself has at most 22
n
elements.)
The tabular component of the meaning of B is the map B10 :I(B10) ! D(B10)
that sends each identier in I(B10) to its appropriate congruence class in D(B10). The
semantic homomorphism B10 :L(B10)! D(B10) is dened to be the only natural thing
it can be, namely, the unique homomorphic extension of the map B10 . The general
analysis conveyed in this discussion of this particular example holds for any well-
formed knowledge base in K . Thus, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Every well-formed knowledge base in K denotes a nite distributive
lattice; and every nite distributive lattice is isomorphic to the one denoted by some
well-formed knowledge base in K .
Proof. In the light of the preceding discussion, it is clear that the lattice component
of the meaning of every KB in K is a nite distributive lattice.
For the other assertion, any nite distributive lattice L can be presented as the free
bounded distributive lattice generated by the nite set consisting of all the elements
of L, modulo the congruence relation generated by the necessarily nite set of all
dening relations of the form x= x^y, where x; y2L, that happen to be true in L.
This provides all the information we need to construct a well-formed KB the lattice
component of whose denotation is isomorphic to L.
The nal result of this section should by now be obvious. It does not mean that
the order in which the terminological axioms appears in a KB is computationally
insignicant. Quite to the contrary, it leaves open the possibility that reordering the
terminological axioms may be computationally advantageous.
Proposition 2.2. If the well-formed knowledge bases B and B0 are the same modulo
a reordering of their terminological axioms; then B and B0 have the same denotation.
3. Using Birkho’s representation theorem
A central question is that of how is it possible to represent a lattice of semantic
concepts such as D(B10) or F(fI1; : : : ; I7g) in a way that facilitates the computation
of subsumption. This is not a serious computational issue for a small lattice, such
as D(B10). (However, this is not a serious computational issue only so long as the
structure of the small lattice has been apprehended, and we do not know how to
apprehend the structure of D(B10) from the corresponding knowledge base unless we
use the techniques based on representation theory presented in the rest of this paper.)
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Certainly, consideration of semantic subsumption in the large lattice F(fI1; : : : ; I7g)
shows the desirability of making use of some kind of representation theory. Luckily, the
main mathematical idea we need is encapsulated in Birkho’s representation theorem
for Finite Distributive Lattices, which was worked out about 60 years ago. Here is a
modern, but facile, statement of the Birkho’s representation theorem:
Birkho’s Representation Theorem. The category of nite distributive lattices is du-
ally equivalent to the category of nite posets.
The essence of an elementary proof may be found in Chapter 8 of [5].
In other words, we can completely represent a nite distributive lattice { both ab-
stractly as a mathematical object and concretely in a computer implementation { by a
nite poset. Although it is camouaged in the above statement, Birkho’s Represen-
tation Theorem addresses the issue of how to represent an arbitrary nite distributive
lattice as an algebra of sets. This will become clear after we give a more detailed
formulation of Birkho’s Representation Theorem, which we will soon need to do. For
now, we need at least to review some of the related lattice theory.
An element z of a lattice L is _-irreducible if
1. z 6= ?, in case L has a minimum element, and
2. for all x; y2L, z= x _ y implies that z= x or z=y.
To get a feel for _-irreducible elements, consider the power set of a set, ordered
by inclusion, in which the _-irreducible elements are the sets consisting of a single
element.
The notion dual to _-irreducible is ^-irreducible. Since ^-irreducible elements play
no role in this work { although, by duality, we could have used them instead of
_-irreducible elements { when we refer to an irreducible element, we mean a
_-irreducible element. The collection of irreducible elements of a lattice L is denoted
J(L).
An indication of how irreducible elements can enter into the representation theory of
lattices is shown by the following theorem, which appears as Lemma 8:10(b) of [5].
Theorem 3.1. Let L be a lattice satisfying the descending chain condition (DCC),
i.e.; every strictly descending sequence of elements of L is nite. For all x2L;
x=
_
fz 2J(L) j z6xg:
Thus, one says that in a lattice satisfying DCC the irreducible elements order-
generate the lattice. Of course, every nite lattice satises DCC.
In a nite lattice, the irreducible elements are easy to spot. An element x of a lattice
is covered by an element y if x<y and there is no element w such that x<w<y.
The irreducible elements of a nite lattice can be recognized from its Hasse diagram:
they are the elements that cover exactly one other element. Thus, the six irreducible
elements of D(B10) are indicated by the solid dots { as opposed to circles { in the
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following Hasse diagram:
Let P be a poset. A lower set of P is a subset X of P that is downward closed,
i.e., for all x2X , y6x implies y2X . If X P, then the lower set generated by X is
#X = fy6x j x2X g. When X = fxg is a singleton set, we usually write #x instead of
#fxg. Let O(P) be the poset of lower sets of P, ordered by set inclusion. Then O(P) is
a bounded distributive lattice in which meets and joins are, respectively, intersections
and unions.
Now consider Theorem 8:17 of [5]:
Theorem 3.2. Let L be a nite distributive lattice. Then the map L :L ! O(J(L))
dened by
L(x)= fz 2J(L) j z6xg
is a f?;>g-lattice isomorphism of L onto O(J(L)).
The gist of this is that to represent a nite distributive lattice L of semantic concepts
in a computer, it suces to store directly only a representation of the poset J(L) of
irreducible elements. An arbitrary semantic concept x2L then can be represented as
the lower set L(x) of irreducible elements that are less than or equal to x, i.e., that
are subsumed by it. Although for small lattices the dierence may not be dramatic,
the poset of irreducible elements is likely to be vastly smaller than the lattice it is
used to represent. As an extreme example, we will see that the free bounded distribu-
tive lattice generated by eight elements, whose cardinality is not even known, can be
represented by a poset of 28 = 256 irreducible elements. Given this fact, it is clear
from Theorem 3.2 that, while the cardinality of F(fI1; : : : ; I8g) is not precisely known,
it is at most 2256<1:21077. (Of course, we acknowledge that simpler arguments
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avoiding irreducible elements can give the same upper bound, but the observation ts
well here.)
For our example knowledge base B10, our implementation would store the informa-
tion encoded in the Hasse diagram
which depicts the poset of irreducible elements of D(B10).
Also, the implementation must create the equivalent of a table that maps identiers
to the lower sets of irreducibles that represent the appropriate semantic concepts, as
shown below:
P1 7! fp1; q1; q2; bg
P2 7! fp2; q1; q2; bg
Q1 7! fq1; bg
Q2 7! fq2; bg
R 7! fq1; q2; bg
The concept > corresponds to the set of all irreducibles, while the concept ? is
represented by the empty set. A compound concept given using the meet and join
operators is represented by a set formed using corresponding intersections and unions.
Questions of subsumption are reduced to questions of set inclusion. One can observe
in the example that no two named concepts are mutually exclusive because, in this
case, b is a member of each of the ve sets listed above.
Recall that an antichain is a subset of a poset that has the property that no two
elements of the subset are comparable. Let AC(P) be the partially ordered set of
antichains of a poset P, where the partial order is the Hoare ordering: X6Y i, for
all x2X , there exists some y2Y such that x6y. The following proposition is easily
seen to be true:
Proposition 3.3. For a nite poset P; the mapping X 7! Max(X ) that sends a lower
set to its collection of maximal elements is a poset isomorphism from O(P) onto
AC(P).
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For nite posets P, AC(P) is one way of describing the Hoare powerdomain of P.





R 7! fq1; q2g
in which each lower set is represented by its antichain of maximal elements. The prices
to be paid for the more compact representation are that the representation of compound
concepts is a little harder to compute and questions of concept subsumption involve
the Hoare ordering. We will take up these issues again in Section 7.
4. Addressing the problem of implementation
Well, that’s the easy part. The meatier question that we have avoided until now
is this: exactly how does one construct the representation of a lattice from a knowl-
edge base? How does one get started and how does one update both the poset of
irreducibles and the table of denitions as new terminological axioms are sequentially
processed? The solutions require a more detailed statement and a deeper understanding
of Birkho’s representation theorem than we have so far provided.
Let BDLat be the category of bounded distributive lattices, with f?;>g-lattice ho-
momorphisms as morphisms, and let FinDLat be its full subcategory of nite dis-
tributive lattices. Let FinPos be the category of nite posets, with monotone maps as
morphisms. For a category Z, let Zop be the opposite category, in which all arrows of
Z are reversed, so that a morphism f :X ! Y in Zop is a morphism f : Y ! X in Z.
The construction of J(L) from a nite distributive lattice L can be extended to give
a functor
J :FinDLat! FinPosop
(see [5, Theorem 8:24]). In more detail, suppose L and M are nite distributive lat-
tices and g :L ! M is a f?;>g-lattice homomorphism. Then the monotone map
J(g) :J(M) ! J(L) is dened by J(g)(y)=^fl2L jy6g(l)g, for all y2J(M).
This denition has the useful consequence that
J(g)(y)6l i y6g(l)
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for all y2J(M) and for all l2L. Also, the construction of O(P) from a nite poset
P can be extended to give a functor
O :FinPosop ! FinDLat
(again, see [5, Theorem 8:24]). In particular, if P and Q are posets and if f :P ! Q is a
monotone map, then the f?;>g-lattice homomorphism O(f) :O(Q)! O(P) is dened
by O(f)(X )=f−1(X ), for all X 2O(Q). We can now restate Birkho’s representation
theorem in the detail we need:
Theorem 4.1. The functor O is an equivalence of categories from FinPosop to
FinDLat; whose left adjoint is J. The unit of the adjunction is the natural iso-
morphism
 : 1FinDLat ! O J
dened in Theorem 3:2.
To bring Theorem 4.1 in line with the version of Birkho’s representation theorem
given earlier, recall that a dual equivalence from a category Y to a category Z is
dened to be an equivalence from Yop to Z. Before the intellectual displacement of
contravariant functors by opposite categories in order to discuss better mixed co- and
contravariant functors of several variables, a dual equivalence would have been dened
to be an equivalence given by a contravariant, rather than a covariant, functor. Thus, the
mention of dual equivalence in the version of Birkho’s representation theorem stated
earlier is reected in the presence of the opposite category in the sharper statement of
the theorem given above.
We need to tighten up our terminology by introducing notions that enable us to
relate the semantics of a KB to its implementation.
Denition.
 By a Birkho implementation of a well-formed knowledge base B we mean an
ordered pair
hJ (B); tBi;
where J (B) is a poset (intended to represent the lattice D(B) of semantic concepts
via its poset of irreducible elements) and tB :I(B) ! O(J (B)) is a function from
the set of identiers dened by B to the set of lower sets of J (B) (intended to
represent the semantics of identiers in this context). Moreover, we have the informal
understanding that the description of a Birkho implementation should be concrete
and detailed enough for there to be no question about its ready implementability.
 A correct Birkho implementation is a Birkho implementation paired with a demon-
stration of correctness, which is dened to be an isomorphism
B : J (B)! J(D(B))
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Since B above is an isomorphism, it follows that O(B)  D(B) :D(B) ! O(J (B))
is also an isomorphism, so the commutativity of the square above shows the sense
in which tB correctly represents the tabular component B of the semantics of B. In
the next proposition, we lay out the details of how a Birkho implementation of a
knowledge base B is connected to the semantics of the language L(B) that can be used
in formulating queries about concepts in the knowledge base. Implicit in the proposition
is the fact that the homomorphism dB can be dened by induction on the structure of
its argument { that’s the essence of what it means for its domain to be a free 
-algebra
{ so it is clear that dB can be implemented in a straightforward manner.
Proposition 4.2. Let hJ (B); tBi be a Birkho implementation of a well-formed knowl-
edge base B.
1. There exists a unique 
-algebra homomorphism dB :L(B) ! O(J (B)) such that
the diagram
commutes.
2. If B : J (B) ! J(D(B)) is a demonstration of correctness for this Birkho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commutes; thereby showing the sense in which dB correctly represents the semantic
homomorphism B.
Proof. The rst part is an immediate consequence of the fact that L(B) is a free

-algebra generated by I(B). The second part is true because the two homomorphisms
purported to be equal can easily be seen to agree on the generating set I(B).




the two-point lattice with Hasse diagram
>
?
whose poset of irreducibles is
1= f>g:
The associated tabular component is the empty function emptyKB : ;! 2. For the corre-
sponding Birkho implementation, let
J (emptyKB)= 1;
and let temptyKB : ;!O(1) be the empty function. Surely, these constructs { a one-point
set and an empty function { are representable in a computer. Then the identity function
on 1 provides the needed demonstration of correctness.
Next we will examine the question of how to continue. Suppose B is a well-formed
knowledge base. Assume that a correct Birkho implementation hJ (B); tBi with demon-
stration of correctness B has been constructed. There are two cases to be considered:
1. B0 is a well-formed knowledge base of the form
B0=B ; newconcept I;
where I is an identier, so that I =2I(B) and I(B0)=I(B) [ fIg.
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2. B00 is a well-formed knowledge base of the form
B00=B ; subconcept C1 C2;
where C1 and C2 are syntactic concepts, so that I(B00)=I(B).
Then we wish to know how to construct correct Birkho implementations for both B0
and B00.
5. First Case: B0=B ; newconcept I
To be precise about it, by a dening relation in terms of a generating set X , we tech-
nically mean an ordered pair ha; bi of elements of the free 
-algebra L(X ) generated
by X , conventionally written as a= b when no confusion can arise. Then a presen-
tation for an 
-algebra is an ordered pair hX;i where X is a set (of generators)
and  is a set of dening relations in terms of X . The presentations for 
-algebras
are the objects of the category 
-Pres in which a morphism f : hX;i! hX 0; 0i is
a function f :X !X 0 that transforms every dening relation in  into a dening re-
lation in 0. Coproducts exist is 
-Pres: they are just disjoint unions. Thus, if the
sets X and X 0 are disjoint, then hX;i hX 0; 0i= hX [X 0; [0i. The content of
the following proposition is well-known. (Actually, we could have replaced BDLat in
Proposition 5.1 by an arbitrary variety of 





be the functor that associates to every presentation the bounded distributive lattice it
generates. Specically; let
DhX;i=F(X )=;




that assigns to every bounded distributive lattice L the presentation hL;	Li; in which
	L consists of all of the dening relations in terms of the set L that are true in the
lattice L. The unit of the adjunction is the natural tranformation
 : 1
-Pres!U D
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dened by mapping every generator to its congruence class. The counit
 :D U! 1BDLat
of the adjunction is a natural isomorphism.
For another point of view with regard to 	L in the preceding proposition, note that
	L is the kernel of the canonical surjective 
-algebra homomorphism from L(L) to
L. (We thank Eric Wagner for reminding us of this.) The assertion that the counit  is
a natural isomorphism is a rendering of the idea that every bounded distributive lattice
has a presentation. At rst glance, it might appear that Proposition 2.1 should have
been presented as a corollary to Proposition 5.1. This is not correct because the set 	L
of dening relations is innite even for a nite distributive lattice L, whereas, in the
course of proving Proposition 2.1, we had to observe that each nite distributive lattice
has a nite presentation. By the way, the reader should recognize that U, in contrast
to O, is not an equivalence of categories, essentially because a lattice can have many
nonisomorphic presentations.
If B is a well-formed knowledge base expressed in K , let B be the collection of
dening relations it denes, so that hI(B); Bi is the presentation dened by B. Then
the lattice component of the denotation of B is
D(B)=DhI(B); Bi:
The relationship between the tabular component B of the denotation of B and the
natural transformation  is given by
B= hI(B);Bi:
Recall the important fact that left adjoints preserve coproducts. We will apply this
fact to the left adjoints J and D.
Consider the rst case in which both B and
B0=B ; newconcept I
are well-formed knowledge bases, where we are given a correct Birkho implementation
hJ (B); tBi along with a demonstration of correctness B. The presentation correspond-
ing to B0 is the coproduct of the presentation corresponding to B and a presentation
corresponding to newconcept I :
hI(B0); B0i= hI(B); Bi hfIg; ;i:
It is even better, because it gives us some notation with which to work, to say that
the diagram
hI(B); Bi iB−! hI(B0); B0i iI − hfIg; ;i
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is a coproduct of hI(B); Bi and hfIg; ;i, where iB :I(B)!I(B0) and iI : fIg!
I(B0) are inclusion maps. Since D preserves coproducts, the diagram
D(B)
D(iB)−! D(B0) D(iI )−! DhfIg; ;i
is a coproduct of D(B) and DhfIg; ;i. Of course, DhfIg; ;i =F(fIg), so it is a free





Hence, we can write
D(B0) = D(B)F(fIg):
Note that the poset J(F(fIg)) of irreducible elements is isomorphic to 2:
>
I
In lattice theory, a coproduct of lattices is usually called their free product, so
we have shown that D(B0) is a free product (in the category of bounded distributive
lattices) of D(B) and F(fIg). This is the technical meaning of the statement made
earlier that the terminological axiom newconcept I adjoins an indeterminate via a
coproduct construction. Understanding the category in which the construction takes
place is important. For instance, a free product of two bounded distributive lattices in
the category of, say, bounded lattices is structurally dierent from their free product
in the category of bounded distributive lattices. The same sort of thing happens when
one compares a free product of two abelian groups in the category of groups, which
is generally a nonabelian group, with their direct sum, which is their free product in
the category of abelian groups. Section 12 of [6] is devoted to a discusssion of free
products in BDLat.
A free product in BDLat of two nite distributive lattices is a nitely generated,
and, hence, a nite, distributive lattice. Moreover, it is also a free product in FinDLat.
Hence, we may apply J to such a lattice. Since J, too, preserves coproducts, it turns
coproducts in FinDLat into coproducts in FinPosop. By duality, coproducts in FinPosop
are products in FinPos. Hence, the diagram
J(D(B))
J(D(iB)) −−−−−J(D(B0)) J(D(iI ))−−−−−!J(DhfIg; ;i)
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is a product in the category of nite posets of J(D(B))= J (B) and J(DhfIg; ;i)
= 2.
Let PQ denote the Cartesian product of posets P and Q, ordered componentwise,
and let P :PQ!P and Q :PQ!Q be the projection maps. The analysis above
leads us to let
J (B0)= J (B) 2:
In informal terms, since J (B) is computer representable, so is J (B0).
Which element of O(2) corresponds to the syntactic concept I? By looking back
at the Hasse diagram for F(fIg), we see that f?g2O(2) corresponds to I . Let
tI : fIg!O(2) be the function that gives this correspondence. Since I(B0) is the dis-
joint union (i.e., coproduct in the category of sets) of I(B) and fIg, we can let tB0
be the unique function that makes the diagram
I(B)








O(J (B))−−−−−! O(J (B0)) O(2) −−−−− O(2)
commute. This description of tB0 , standing by itself without further elaboration, does not
provide a convincing argument that a computer representation of tB0 can be constructed
from one of tB. However, the reader can easily show, from the denition of tB0 above
and from the denition of the functor O on morphisms, that, for all H 2I(B),
tB0(H)= # fhx;>i j x2 tB(H)g
and
tB0(I)= fhx;?i j x2 J (B)g:
Based on this explicit characterization of tB0 , we can see that tB0 is implementable.
Thus, hJ (B0); tB0i is a Birkho implementation of B0.
Observe that one value of a category-theoretic approach is that it shows where the
explicit denition tB0 comes from.
To see that hJ (B0); tB0i is a correct Birkho implementation of B0, recall that products
in a category are unique up to isomorphism. In the case at hand, what this means
precisely is that we can let B0 be the unique isomorphism in FinPos such that the
diagram
J (B)








J(D(iB)) −−−−− J(D(B0)) J(D(iI ))−−−−−! J(DhfIg; ;i)
commutes, where I : 2!J(DhfIg; ;i) is the unique poset isomorphism from the rst
poset to the second.
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Theorem 5.2. The isomorphism B0 is a demonstration of correctness for the Birkho
implementation hJ (B0); tB0i of the well-formed knowledge base B0.
Proof. Let I : fIg!DhfIg; ;i be the function that takes I to its congruence class in
F(fIg)=id=DhfIg; ;i. From our understanding of D, the naturality of , and the
diagram dening B0 , we see that the diagram
I(B)
























O(J (B))−−−−−! O(J (B0)) O(2) −−−−− O(2)
commutes. The composition of the left-hand vertical column of arrows is
tB=O(B)  D(B)  B
because tB is a demonstration of correctness. It is easy to see that the composition of
the right-hand vertical column is
tI =O(I )  DhfIg;;i  I :








O(B0 ) −−−−− O(J(D(B0)))
commutes, so that B0 is a demonstration of correctness for this Birkho implementa-
tion.
Returning momentarily to one of our earlier claims, from the equation
J (B ; newconcept I)= J (B) 2;
we can see immediately the structure of the poset that represents the lattice denoted
by the knowledge base
emptyKB ; newconcept I1 ;    ; newconcept I8
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is isomorphic to
1 2    2= 28;
which has cardinality 28 = 256. As an observation relevant to implementation, note that
the elements of 28 can be viewed as strings of eight bits, ordered componentwise.
6. Second case: B00=B ; subconcept C1 C2
Now let us turn to the problem of constructing a correct Birkho implementation
for the well-formed KB
B00=B ; subconcept C1 C2;
where C1 and C2 are syntactic concepts, from a correct Birkho implementation for B.
The key lattice-theoretic result we need to solve this problem is an elegant theorem
due to G. Gratzer and E.T. Schmidt that was originally presented in [8]. A proof can
also be found in [7, p. 74].
Theorem 6.1 (Gratzer and Schmidt). Let L be a distributive lattice; and let a; b2L
be such that a6b. Let  be the least congruence relation on L such that a b. Then;
for all x; y2L; the following are equivalent:
1: xy.
2: x^ a=y^ a and x_ b=y_ b.
Let P and Q be posets. We say that f :P!Q is an order-embedding provided that,
for all p1; p2 2P, p16p2 i f(p1)6f(p2). Thus, an order-embedding from P to Q
serves to identify P with a subposet { not just a subset { of Q. The following basic
fact about the duality between nite distributive lattices and nite posets can be found
as part of Theorem 8:24 of [5].
Proposition 6.2. Let L and M be nite distributive lattices. A f?;>g-lattice homo-
morphism  :L!M is surjective i the corresponding monotone map J() :J(M)!
J(L) is an order-embedding.
Because there are epimorphisms in FinDLat that are not surjective (see [6, p. 141])
and there are monomorphisms in FinPos that are not order-embeddings, Propostion 6.2
is not simply a restatement of the relationship established by J between epimorphisms
in FinDLat and monomorphisms in FinPos that exists by virtue of the dual equivalence
between the two categories.
We will give an elementary direct proof of the next lemma. It could be proved
by appealing to general properties of Galois connections, but the proof would involve
some circumlocution because  and J() do not themselves technically comprise a
Galois connection since their domains and codomains do not match up properly.
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Lemma 6.3. Let  :L!M be a surjective f?;>g-lattice homomorphism from one
nite distributive lattice to another. Then; for all y2J(M);
y= (J()(y)):







f(l) j l2L; y6(l)g=y;
where the last equality follows from the fact that y itself is in the image of .
Theorem 6.4. Let L be a nite distributive lattice and let a; b2L be such that a6b. If
 is the least congruence relation on L such that a  b and if  :L!L= is the sur-
jective f?;>g-lattice homomorphism that maps elements of L to their corresponding
congruence classes; then the image of the order-embedding J() :J(L=)!J(L) is
J(L)\ (# a [ (Ln# b)):
Proof. In this proof we will repeatedly use the fact that
J()(y)6l i y6(l)
for all y2J(L=) and all l2L.
Let x2J(L) be in the image of J(). Since J() is an order-embedding, there
is a unique element y2J(L=) such that x=J()(y). Since  is surjective, by
Lemma 6.3, y= (J()(y)). Suppose x =2Ln# b, i.e., x6b. We will show that x2# a.
From J()(y)= x6b, we get y6(b)= (a), which in turn gives x=J()(y)6a,
as desired. This proves that the image of J() is a subset of J(L)\ (# a [ (Ln# b)):
To demonstrate the reverse containment, let x2J(L)\ (# a [ (Ln# b)). We claim
that (x)2J(L=). Initially, we will show that (x) 6=?. With the aim of getting a
contradiction, assume (x)=?, i.e., x?. There are two cases. In the rst case, x6a.
Then, by Theorem 6.1, x= x^ a=?^ a=?, contradicting the assumption that x is ir-
reducible. In the second case, x
 b. Then, by Theorem 6.1, we have x_ b=?_ b= b,
implying x6b, which is again a contradiction. Hence (x) 6=?. Now suppose that,
for some y1; y2 2L=, (x)=y1 _y2. There exist x1; x2 2L such that y1 = (x1) and
y2 = (x2). Hence, x  x1 _ x2. Again, there are two cases. In the rst case, x6a.
Then, by Theorem 6.1, x= x^ a=(x1 _ x2)^ a=(x1 ^ a)_ (x2 ^ a), so that, for some
i2f1; 2g, x= xi ^ a6xi. Therefore, yi6y1 _y2 = (x)6(xi)=yi, which shows
x=yi. This shows (x) is irreducible in the rst case. In the second case, x
 b.
Hence, x 
 L(b). By Theorem 6.1, we have x_ b= x1 _ x2 _ b. Since L is a lattice
homomorphism,
x2 L(x1 _ x2 _ b)= L(x1) [ L(x2) [ L(b):
Therefore, for some i2f1; 2g, x2 L(xi), and, hence, x6xi. Like the preceding case,
it follows that (x) is irreducible. This proves the claim. Since (x)2J(L=) and
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(x)6(x), J()((x))6x. By Lemma 6.3, (x)= (J()((x))). Hence, xJ()
((x)). We will show that x=J()((x)), thereby showing that x is an element of
the image of J(). Once again, there are two cases. In the rst case, x6a. Then,
by Theorem 6.1 and since J()((x))6x6a, we have x= x^ a=J()((x))^ a=
J()((x)). In the second case, x
 b, and, so, x =2 L(b). By Theorem 6.1, x_ b=
J()((x))_ b. Thus,
x2 L(J()((x))_ b)= L(J()((x))) [ L(b):
Therefore, x2 L(J()((x))), which implies x6J()((x)). Since the reverse in-
equality has already been established, we are done.
We will need to combine the last theorem with the following lemma. Its obvious
proof is omitted.
Lemma 6.5. If a and b are any elements of a nite distributive lattice L; then
J(L)\ (# a [ (Ln# b))= L(a) [ (J(L)nL(b)):
Let us now return to looking at the well-formed knowledge base
B00=B ; subconcept C1 C2:
Recall that the terminological axiom subconcept C1 C2 adds to the presentation de-
ned by B an ordered pair corresponding to \C1 is subsumed by C2" as a den-
ing relation. This ordered pair is hC1 ^C2; C1i. Thus, I(B00)=I(B) and B00 =B [
fhC1 ^C2; C1ig: Hence, the identity mapping on I(B) provides a morphism
i : hI(B); Bi! hI(B00); B00i
in the category of presentations for 
-algebras. From this, we get a surjective f?;>g-
lattice homomorphism D(i) :D(B)!D(B00) of nite distributive lattices.





1. in the lattice D(B), B(C1 ^C2)= B(C1)^ B(C2)6B(C1), and
2. the kernel of the surjective homomorphism D(i) is the least congruence relation 
on D(B) such that B(C1 ^C2)  B(C1).
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So, by Theorem 6.4 and Lemma 6.5, the order-embedding
J(D(i)) :J(D(B00))!J(D(B))
establishes an isomorphism
J(D(B00))= D(B)(B(C1 ^ C2))[ (J(D(B))nD(B)(B(C1)))
= (D(B)(B(C1))\ D(B)(B(C2)))[ (J(D(B))nD(B)(B(C1)))
= D(B)(B(C2))[ (J(D(B))nD(B)(B(C1))):
Proposition 6.6 suggests that we dene J (B00) in our Birkho implementation of B00
as a subposet of J (B):
J (B00)=dB(C2)[ (J (B)ndB(C1)):
In other words, J (B00) is obtained from J (B) by removing dB(C1)ndB(C2), a set that
may be viewed as being exactly the information incompatible with \C1 is subsumed
by C2". The function
tB00 :I(B00)!O(J (B00))
that represents the semantics of identiers is obtained making the most obvious modi-
cation possible to tB :I(B)!O(J (B)), namely, by corestriction:
tB00(I)= tB(I)\ J (B00);
where I 2I(B00). Informally, the Birkho implementation hJ (B00); tB00i can be readily
implemented because it is dened by using the easily implementable function dB to
discard that part of hJ (B); tBi that is incompatible with \C1 is subsumed by C2".
We wish to construct a demonstration of correctness B00 for hJ (B00); tB00i from our
given demonstration of correctness B for hJ (B); tBi.
Theorem 6.7. Let j : J (B00)! J (B) be the inclusion map. There is a unique isomor-









commute. Moreover; B00 is a demonstration of correctness for the Birkho imple-
mentation hJ (B00); tB00i of the well-formed knowledge base B00.
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Proof. By Propositions 4.2 and 6.6,
J (B00)= dB(C2)[ (J (B)ndB(C1))
=O(B)(D(B)(B(C2)))[ (J (B)nO(B)(D(B)(B(C2))))
= fy2 J (B) j B(y)2 D(B)(B(C2))g[ fy2 J (B) j B(y) =2 D(B)(B(C1))g
= fy2 J (B) j 9z 2J(D(B00) such that B(y)=J(D(i))(z)g:
Because J(D(i)) is injective, for x2 J (B00) we can dene B00(x) to be the unique
element of J(D(B00) such that
B(x)=J(D(i))(B00(x)):
Hence, B00 dened in this way is the unique function that makes the diagram in
question commute. Because J(D(i)) is an order-embedding, it follows that B00 is a
monotone function. Because B is a bijection, so also is B00 . Therefore, B00 is an
isomorphism of nite posets.
Using the fact that B is a demonstration of correctness, together with the denition
of tB00 , our understanding of D, the naturality of , and O applied to the diagram above
that denes B00 , we see that the diagram
commutes. Thus, B00 is a demonstration of correctness for the Birkho implementation
hJ (B00); tB00i.
7. Representing lower sets
At the end of Section 3, we touched on the problem of the computer representation of
downward closed subsets of a poset. Since the tabular part of a Birkho implementation
of a KB involves representing such sets, this is an important issue. Simply listing all
the elements of a lower set, while theoretically adequate, is likely to gobble up lots
of space, so it is worth thinking about strategies that may be more ecient. As an
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alternative to an exhaustive listing, we have already suggested using the antichain of
maximal elements of a lower set. In practice, we expect using antichains to result in
fairly compact representations for many concepts. In this short section, we will discuss
some aspects of the representation of lower sets via antichains of maximal elements.
Let P be a nite poset. Recall that AC(P) is the nite distributive lattice of antichains
of elements of P, endowed with the Hoare order. Let X be an antichain of elements
of P. If
Cov(X )= fy2P j 9x2X such that y covers xg;
then it is easy to see that Cov(X ) is again an antichain and the function
Cov :AC(P)!AC(P)
is one-to-one and onto. This gives us the notation we need to discuss meets and joins
in AC(P). Just as Max(X ) denotes the maximal elements of a subset X of a poset,
Min(X ) denotes its set of minimal elements. The proof of the next proposition is
straightforward and left to the reader.
Proposition 7.1. Let P be a nite poset; and let X; Y 2AC(P).
1. X _ Y =Max(X [Y ).
2. X ^ Y =Cov−1(Min(Cov(X )[Cov(Y ))).
One thing one can expect from a concrete computer representation of the poset
J (B) in a Birkho implementation of a well-formed knowledge base B is that, for
every x2 J (B), the set of elements that cover x can be readily determined. Thus,
the preceding proposition gives an eective method of computing meets and joins in
AC(J (B)) = O(J (B)).
Finally, we have a result directly relating antichains and Birkho implementations.
Once more, the proof is omitted because it is straighforward.
Proposition 7.2. Let B and
B0=B ; newconcept I
be well-formed knowledge bases; and let H 2I(B).
1. The cardinality of the lower set tB0(H) is double the cardinality of the lower set
tB(H).
2. The cardinality of the antichain Max(tB0(H)) is exactly the same as the cardinality
the antichain Max(tB(H)). More precisely; Max(tB0(H))=Max(tB(H)) f>g.
Unfortunately, not much can be said about how antichain representations of concepts
change in passing from B to
B00=B ; subconcept C1 C2:
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8. Examples
We will now apply our methods to the sequence B0; : : : ; B10 of KBs introduced in
Section 2. Next to each KB we will give the Hasse diagram of its Birkho imple-
mentation, which will either be the product of the preceding diagram with 2 or else
a subposet of the preceding one. To depict the tabular componet of the Birkho im-
plementations, we will label the maximal elements of the lower set that an identier
denotes with that identier. We will mark with an asterisk () those elements that will
be removed when the next subconcept axiom is processed. Intuitively, these marked
elements are those that are not consistent with the upcoming subconcept axiom.
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Note that in processing the last three axioms we could have avoided some work by
noticing that R was being introduced as a notation for a concept that already existed in
the nite distributive lattice D(B7). That explains why J (B10) = J (B7). More generally,
whenever we process the sequence
newconcept I ;
subconcept I C ;
subconcept C I
which, as long as I does not appear in C, is equivalent to the KL-ONE construct
define−concept I C
the poset of irreducibles remains unchanged and the tabular component is updated by
adding the identier I with an indication that it denotes the same semantic concept as
does C.
There is one minor sense in which the above sequence of KB’s is perhaps atypical:
in each lattice denoted, >, is irreducible. However, this is not the case in the KB
KBEx that was presented when we introduced K in Section 2. Here is the Birkho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implementation of KBEx.
Each of the four assertions we made in Section 2 about subsumption with respect
to KBEx can be seen to be obviously true by looking at its Birkho implementation.
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